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(57) ABSTRACT 
A device for use with a dunnage bag, the device in 
cluding a valve mounted in the bag adapted to be con 
nected to a source of high pressure air and an air regu 
lator associated with the valve and positioned inside 
the bag to control the direction and the pressure of 
the air entering the bag from the source of high pres 
sure air. 

14 Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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1 
DSPOSABLE NFLATABLE DUNNAGE 

This invention relates to a dunnage for use in ship 
ment of freight by rail, ship, truck, aircraft and the like, 
and more particularly to a device useful during infla 
tion of the dunnage to prevent injury thereto. 

It is an important object of the present invention to 
provide a device for use with an inflatable, air-tight 
dunnage bag, the device comprising a valve sealably 
mounted in the bag and constructed and arranged to 
provide communication between the inside of the bag 
and a source of high pressure air used to inflate the bag, 
and an air regulator associated with the valve inside the 
bag to control the direction and pressure of the air en 
tering the bag from the source of high pressure air to 
prevent damage to the bag. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a device of the type set forth wherein the air regulator 
has a conically shaped shell with a plurality of apertures 
therein to control the direction and pressure of the air 
entering the bag from the source of high pressure air to 
prevent damage to the bag. 

Still another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a device of the type set forth wherein the air regu 
lator has a perforated baffle spaced from the valve and 
has flow passages therethrough to control the direction 
and pressure of air from the source of high pressure air 
entering the bag through the valve to prevent damage 
to the bag. 
A further object of the present invention is to provide 

a device of the type set forth wherein the valve has flow 
passages therethrough to form an air regulator. 
The invention, both as to its organization and method 

of operation, together with further objects and advan 
tages thereof, will best be understood by reference to 
the following specification taken in connection with the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a dunnage bag incor 

porating the inflator device of the present invention; 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view of the dunnage bag illus 

trated in FIG. 1 taken along lines 2-2 thereof; 
FIG. 3 is a plan view of a portion of the inflator de 

vice illustrated in FIG. 4; 
FIG. 4 is a sectional view partly in elevation of the in 

flator device illustrated in FIG.3 taken along lines 4-4 
thereof, 
FIG. 5 is a bottom elevational view of the inflator de 

vice illustrated in FIG. 4 as viewed along lines 5-5 
thereof; 
FIG. 6 is a side elevational view of another embodi 

ment of the invention shown in combination with a 
dunnage bag; 
FIG. 7 is a bottom elevational view of the inflator de 

vice illustrated in FIG. 6; 
FIG. 8 is a sectional view partly in elevation of an 

other embodiment of the present invention showing the 
device in combination with a dunnage bag; 
FIG. 9 is a bottom elevational view of the embodi 

ment of the present invention illustrated in FIG. 8 as 
viewed along lines 9-9 thereof; 
FIG. 10 is an enlarged view of a portion of the em 

bodiment shown in FIG. 8, particularly showing the 
valve in the unseated position thereof and the direction 
of air flow therethrough; 
FIG. 11 is a view like FIG. 10 showing the seated po 

sition of the valve in phantom and the unseated posi 
tion of the valve in solid line. 
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2 
Referring now to FIGS. 1 and 2 of the drawings, there 

is disclosed a dunnage 50 having a bladder 52 cut to the 
desired length from a tube of air impervious material, 
such as polyethylene, and heat sealed, or glued at its 
opposite ends along lines 54 at either end thereof and 
also along a seam 53. The bladder 52 is encased or en 
veloped in a multi-ply container made up of a plurality 
of sheets 55, 56, 57, 58, 59 and 60 superimposed one 
over the other, and flat so that the longitudinal edges 
of each sheet overlap and the overlapped edges of each 
sheet are adhesively secured to form a longitudinal 
seam. Preferably, the sheets are flat and the longitudi 
nal edges are overlapped and secured on a tubing ma 
chine with the overlapped edges of the sheets stag 
gered longitudinally of the tube with the seam of one 
tube offset relative to the seams of the adjacent tubes. 
In fitting, lapping and securing the edges on a tubing 
machine, the multi-ply tube, formed in the preferred 
embodiment with 6 paper sheets or plies, is a continu 
ous folded tube from which the containers are cut in 
suitable lengths. 
The width of the outer edge of the bladder 52 and 

each of the plies 55, 56, 57, 58, 59 and 60 is the same 
as, or slightly wider than, the width of the inner diame 
ter of the next outer ply member. This is of substantial 
importance because, when inflated, the bladder does 
not stretch, is not weakened and is fully supported by 
the plies of the container. 

Finally, the dunnage 50 is provided with a hole 69 ex 
tending through all of the plies 55 to 60 and the bladder 
52 to accommodate therein an inflator device 80 which 
is used in cooperation with a source of high pressure air 
to inflate the dunnage. 
Dunnage bags 50 of the type hereindescribed, are 

most often inflated just prior to use in large quantities 
when used with shipments by rail, and punctured to re 
lease the air when the dunnage is to be removed from 
the shipping container and thereafter the punctured 
dunnage is thrown away. It is important, however, that 
the dunnage 50 retain its integrity during its use and 
particularly it is important that the dunnage remain air 
tight subsequent to the inflation thereof by the use of 
air from a high pressure source. A particular problem 
in this art is damaging the bladder 52 during inflation 
of the dunnage by the impingement of high pressure air 
onto the bladder 52, thereby resulting in air leakage 
from the dunnage. 
As seen particularly in FIG. 4, a rubber grommet 70 

is positioned in the hole 69 to surround each of the 
plies 55 to 60 and to have one leg 71 thereof sealingly 
positioned on the outermost ply 60 and the other leg 72 
thereof sealingly positioned intermediate the innermost 
ply 55 and the bladder 52. The grommet 70 may be in 
the form of a rubber tube which is bent into configura 
tion shown wherein the two legs 71 and 72 thereof are 
connected by a bight portion 73 which lines the edge 
of the aperture or hole 69 thereby to protect the dun 
nage 50. A retaining clip 75 is provided and includes an 
attachment flange 76 fixedly secured to the outer sur 
face of the grommet leg 71 and a holding flange 77 
which is flexible, all for a purpose hereinafter set forth. 

Referring now to FIGS. 3 and 5 of the drawings, there 
is disclosed one embodiment of the inflator device 80, 
including a valve 90 having a generally right circular 
cylindrical housing 91 which is hollow and has an inner 
peripheral surface 92 and an outer peripheral surface 
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93. Two spaced apart bosses 94 and 95 are provided on 
the outer surface 93 of the housing 91, the valve 90 fur 
ther including a circular flange 96 extending outwardly 
of the cylindrical housing 91. The flange 96 is provided 
with a sealing surface.97, an abutment surface 99 and 
has an opening 98 extending therethrough. The flange 
90 is also provided with a valve seat 100 in the form of 
an annulus extending from the inner surface 92 of the 
housing 91. The annular valve seat 100 is provided on 
abutment surface 101 and a sealing surface 102. 
A valve stem 105 extends longitudinally of the cylin 

drical housing 91 and is positioned therewithin. The 
valve stem 105 is provided with a dome shaped top 106 
and a shank 107 extending therefrom, the shank 107 
being provided with a circular disk 110 at the end of 
the shank away from the dome shaped top 106. Two 
fastening members 111 serve to maintain the disk 110 
in fixed position with respect to the shank 107. The di 
ameter of the disk 110 is greater than the iner diameter 
of the valve seat 100 thereby to permit the disk 110 to 
seat against the sealing surface 102 of the valve seat 
100. Finally, a spring 115 is positioned against the abut 
ment surface 101 of the valve seat 100 and against the 
underside of the dome 106 of the stem 105, thereby 
continually to urge the valve 90 into the closed position 
thereof wherein the disk 110 is in sealing relation with 
the valve seat 100. 
Associated with the valve 90 is a gas distributor 120 

including a frusto-conical shell 121 having an annular 
flange 122 extending therefrom and an end piece 123 
spaced from the flange 122. The annular flange 122 is 
heat sealed or otherwise sealed in an air-tight manner 
to the abutment surface 99 of the valve flange 96, the 
flange 96 and more particularly the sealing surface 97 
thereof being heat sealed to the bladder 52, thereby to 
provide an air-tight flow path from the valve 90 to the 
gas distributor 120. The frustoconical shell 121 and the 
end piece 123 are provided with a plurality of aper 
tures 125, the apertures 125 being arranged in columns 
as seen best in FIG. 5. 

In use, a source of high pressure air is connected to 
the valve 90 and more particularly to the housing 91. 
The valve stem 105 is moved from its seated position 
shown in FIG. 4 to a position wherein the disk 110 is 
spaced from the valve seat 100 thereby to provide com 
munication between the source of high pressure air and 
the gas distributor 120 and thereafter the inside of the 
dunnage 50 and more particularly the bladder 52 
thereof. Movement of the valve stem 105 to its un 
seated position may be effected by mechanical means 
such as physically depressing the valve stem or by the 
action of the high pressure air against the dome 106, 
provided that the strength of the spring 115 permits 
such movement. Air flowing from the source of high 
pressure air flows through the valve 90 and into the gas 
distributor 120 and through the apertures 125 in the 
conical shell 121 and the end piece 123, all as shown 
by the directional arrows 130 and 135. Prior to infla 
tion, the dunnage 50 is positioned with the two sides of 
the bladder 52 either in abutting relationship or closely 
spaced together. Introduction of high pressure air 
through the valve 90 without the benefit of the gas dis 
tributor 120 often results in damage to the bladder 52, 
particularly in the area opposite to the opening 98 in 
the housing 91. Since the apertures 125 in the gas dis 
tributor 120 are relatively small compared to the open 
ing 98, the air flowing through the apertures 125 has a 
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4. 
reduced velocity and is directed as is shown by the ar 
rows 130 along a longer flow path than would be the 
case if the gas distributor 120 were not present. Both 
the gas directing function and the velocity reducing 
function of the gas distributor 120 serves to protect the 
bladder 52, thereby to preserve the integrity of the dun 
nage during its use. 
Referring now to FIGS. 6 and 7, there is shown a sec 

ond embodiment of the present invention. An inflator 
device 180 includes a valve 190 having a right circular 
cylindrical housing 191 which is hollow and has an 
inner peripheral surface and an outer peripheral sur 
face 193. Two spaced apart bosses 194 and 195 are 
provided on the outer surface 193 of the housing 191, 
the valve 190 further including a circular flange 196 ex 
tending outwardly of the cylindrical housing 191. The 
flange 196 is provided with a sealing surface 197 and 
an opposed abutment surface 199, the flange also hav 
ing an opening 198 extending therethrough. The valve 
190 is maintained in place by the appropriate retaining 
clip 75 mounted on a rubber grommet 70 shown in 
phantom being sealed to the dunnage 50 in the same 
manner as hereinbefore set forth. 
A gas distributor 220 is associated with the valve 190, 

the gas distributor 220 having four support members 
22 extending angularly away from the flange 196. 
Each of the support members 221 is connected at one 
end thereof to an end piece 223 which is circular in 
shape and at the other end thereof each of the support 
members 221 is connected to a flange member 222 ex 
tending outwardly thereof and fixedly connected to the 
flange 196 and more particularly to the abutment sur 
face 199 thereof. The end piece 223 is provided with 
a plurality of apertures 225 therethrough. It is seen, 
therefore, that the combination of the support mem 
bers 221, the flange members 222 and the end piece 
223 has replaced the frusto-conical shell 121 and the 
flange 122 of the gas distributor 120. 

In use, the valve 190 is connected to a source of high 
pressure air. The valve disk (not shown) is caused to 
move from the valve seat to permit air from the source 
of high pressure air to flow into and through the gas dis 
tributor 220. The air passes through the openings in the 
gas distributor between each of the support members 
221 as shown by the directional arrows 230 and also 
passes through the apertures 225 in the end-piece 223 
as shown by the directional arrows 235. It is seen, 
therefore, that the gas distributor 220 serves to direct 
the air away from the portion of the bladder 52 directly 
opposite the valve 190 and also serves to reduce the ve 
locity of the air flowing through the end piece 223. In 
this manner, the gas distributor 220 achieves all the 
functions and results that were achieved by the gas dis 
tributor 120. 

Referring now to FIGS. 8 to 11, there is shown an 
other embodiment of the present invention. An inflator 
device 380 includes a valve 390 and an air flow regula 
tor 420. The valve 390 includes a right cylindrical 
housing 391 which is hollow and has an inner surface 
392 and an outer surface 393. Spaced apart bosses 394 
and 395 are provided extending outwardly from the 
outer surface 393 of the housing 391. The bosses 394 
and 395 cooperate with the retaining clip 75 fixedly to 
secure the inflator device 380 in the associated dun 
nage 50. 
The valve 390 further includes a flange 396 extend 

ing perpendicularly outwardly of the housing 391, the 
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flange being provided with a sealing surface 397 on one 
side thereof and having an aperture 398 extending 
therethrough. The valve 390 further includes a valve 
seat 400 in the form of an annulus extending from the 
inner surface 392 of the housing 391. The valve seat is 
provided with an abutment surface 301 and a sealing 
surface 402. A valve stem 405 is located centrally of 
the housing 391 and has a shaft 407 extending longitu 
dinally therethrough. A disk 410 is fixedly mounted on 
the shaft 407 by two fastening members 411, the diam 
eter of the disk 410 being greater than the opening in 
the valve seat 400 and in the usual manner is con 
structed and arranged to seat with the sealing surface 
402 of the valve seat 400. 
An air flow regulator 420 is provided and includes a 

plurality of apertures cut into the housing 391 and the 
flange 396. The air flow regulator is comprised of 8 
such apertures, each being formed of opposite side 
walls 421, a top wall 422 which at one end thereof 
forms a juncture 423 with the inner surface 392 of the 
housing 391, and at the other end thereof forms a junc 
ture 424 with the surface of the flange 396 thereby to 
define an air flow space 425. 
As seen in FIGS. 10 and 11, air from a source of high 

pressure air (not shown) flows downwardly through the 
valve 390 and outwardly through the air flow spaces 
425 provided in the air flow regulator 420 as seen by 
the arrows 430. The disk 410 on the valve stem 405 is 
movable from the seated or sealed position thereof 
shown in Phantom in FIG. 11, to the unseated or open 
position thereof shown in FIGS. 10 and 11 in solid line. 
As seen, the spring 415 continually urges the valve 390 
into the closed position thereof wherein the disk 410 is 
firmly sealed against the valve seat 400, thereby to pre 
vent air from flowing into or out of the dunnage 50. 
High pressure air may be introduced through the valve 
390 and into the dunnage 50 thereby to inflate the 
same without damaging the bladder 52 of the dunnage 
due to the presence of the air regulator 420. The air 
regulator 420 directs high pressure air along the air 
flow path 430 which prevents impingement of high 
pressure air onto that portion of the bladder 52 directly 
opposite the inflator device 380. Since it is the direct 
impingement of high pressure air onto the bladder 52 
which causes damage thereto, the direction of the high 
pressure air by the air regulator 420 serves to maintain 
the integrity of the bladder 52. 
The inflator device of the present invention including 

both the valves and the air regulators hereinbefore de 
scribed may be made from various synthetic organic 
resins such as polyethylene, polypropylene and the like 
or from a metal such as various grades of steel or alumi 
num. It is intended that the dunnage 50 along with the 
inflator device 80 is to be thrown away after use and, 
therefore, it is clear that the inflator device should be 
made of low cost but durable materials. 
While there has been described what is at present 

considered to be the preferred embodiment of the pres 
ent invention, it will be understood that various modifi 
cations and alterations may be made herein without de 
parting from the true spirit and scope of the present in 
vention, and it is intended to cover in the appended 
claims all such modifications and alterations as fall 
within the true spirit and scope of the present inven 
tion. 
What is claimed is: 
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6 
1. A device for use with an inflatable, air-tight dun 

nage bag, said device comprising a valve sealably 
mounted in the bag and constructed and arranged to 
provide communication between the inside of the bag 
and a source of high pressure air used to inflate the bag, 
and an air regulator positioned inside the bag to control 
the direction and pressure of the air from the source of 
high pressure air entering the bag through said valve to 
prevent damage to the bag. 

2. The device set forth in claim 1, wherein said valve 
is spring loaded to the sealed position thereof. 

3. The device set forth in claim 1, wherein said valve 
is a synthetic organic resin. 

4. The device set forth in claim 1, wherein said valve 
is metal. 

5. The device set forth in claim 1, wherein said air 
regulator is sealingly mounted to said valve. 

6. The device set forth in claim 1, wherein said air 
regulator is a synthetic organic resin. 

7. The device set forth in claim 1, wherein said air 
regulator is metal. 

8. A device for use with an inflatable, air-tight dun 
nage bag, said device comprising a valve sealably 
mounted in the bag and constructed and arranged to 
provide communication between the inside of the bag 
and a source of high pressure air used to inflate the bag, 
and an air regulator having a conical shell with a plural 
ity of apertures therein to control the direction and 
pressure of the air from the source of high pressure air 
entering the bag through said valve to prevent damage 
to the bag. 

9. The device set forth in claim 8, wherein said air 
regulator is frusto-conical in shape. 

10. The device set forth in claim 8, wherein said air 
regulator is frusto-conical in shape and has a plurality 
of apertures in the portion thereof connecting the side 
walls. 

11. A device for use with an inflatable, air-tight dun 
nage bag, said device comprising a valve sealably 
mounted in the bag and constructed and arranged to 
provide communication between the inside of the bag 
and a source of high pressure air used to inflate the bag, 
and an air regulator having a perforated baffle spaced 
from said valve and having flow passages therethrough 
to control the direction and pressure of air from the 
source of high pressure air entering the bag through 
said valve to prevent damage to the bag. 

12. The device set forth in claim 11, wherein said air 
regulator includes a plurality of spaced apart struts 
connected to said valve to define said flow passages for 
air from the source of high pressure air. 

13. A device for use with an inflatable, air-tight dun 
nage bag, said device comprising a valve sealably 
mounted in the bag and constructed and arranged to 
provide communication between the inside of the bag 
and a source of high pressure air used to inflate the bag, 
and an air regulator positioned inside the bag to control 
the direction and pressure of the air from the source of 
high pressure air entering the bag through said valve to 
prevent damage to the bag, said valve is spring loaded 
to the sealed position thereof, said valve being movable 
between a seated position thereof wherein the bag is 
air-tight and sealed from the wherein the inside of the 
bag is in communication with the source of high pres 
sure air and an unseated position thereof wherein the 
inside of the bag is in communication with the source 
of high pressure air, said valve having passages there 
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through to form an air regulator for air from the source through said valve to prevent damage to the bag. 
of high pressure air, said valve in the unseated position 
thereof acting as a baffle and cooperating with said id val 
flow passages to control the direction and pressure of regulator is formed in said valve. 
air from the source of high pressure air entering the bag 5 ck k xk xk xk 

14. The device set forth in claim 13, wherein said air 
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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
CERTIFICATE OF CORRECTION 

Inventor(s) Russell E. Shaw . . . . . . 

It is certified that error appears in the above-identified patent 
and that said Letters Patent are hereby corrected as shown below: 

Claim 13, column 6, line 64, after "the" delete "wherein 
the inside of the bag is in communication with the"; 

Claim 13, column 6, line 67, after "having" insert --flow--. 

Signed and sealed this loth day of September 1974. 

(SEAL) 
Attest: 

McCOY. M. GIBSON, JR. C. MARSHALL DANN Attesting Officer Commissioner of Patents 

FORM PO-1050 (10-69) uscom-oc 60376-Peg 3. 
* U.S. Gover NMENT PRINti NG office: 1989 o-366-334 : 

  


